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How DO you tell your child they have
500 half-siblings because their father
is a reckless serial sperm donor? The
question haunting mothers across the
world - including in Britain - after a
Dutchman's web of deceit was
exposed
By SPECIAL REPORT BY DAVID JONES
PUBLISHED: 23:55 BST, 31 March 2023 | UPDATED: 00:04 BST, 1 April 2023

When Julia and Ida wanted to start a family, they scoured the internet for a suitable
father.

Partly because many more same-sex couples are having children, there is a global
shortage of sperm donors, but they eventually found a candidate who appealed to
them.

With Meijer's podgy cheeks and straggly blond mullet, it might have been fanciful for
one of the sperm banks he supplied to claim, in his online profile, that he resembled
Hollywood actors Brad Pitt and Chris Hemsworth, and Led Zeppelin singer Robert
Plant.

In truth, Julia thought he looked more like a Viking. But she and Ida decided he was
'cute' — and when they met him in a hotel, to take delivery of his sample, he seemed
reassuringly warm and sincere.

As Meijer didn't ask for a fee, they had no reason to doubt him when he said his
motive for helping them was purely altruistic. They believed him, too, when he said
he had helped to create just '14 or 15' other children.

With Jonathan Jacob Meijer's (pictured) podgy cheeks and straggly blond mullet, it might have
been fanciful for one of the sperm banks he supplied to claim that he resembled Hollywood
actors Brad Pitt and Chris Hemsworth, and Led Zeppelin singer Robert Plant

Partly because many more same-sex couples are having children, there is a global shortage of
sperm donors. File image
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Fast-forward two years and Julia and Ida, a married German couple whose names
have been changed, have a beautiful son. A few days ago, however, they learned the
sickening truth about the man they trusted enough to be their little boy's father.

Keen for him to know more about his biological 'daddy', they thought it was time to
show him what Meijer looked like, so they googled the name to find a photograph.

Instead, they were confronted by a news item that shocked them to the core. The
'cute Viking' was unmasked as a serial sperm donor who roams the world and admits
to fathering an astonishing 500 children, though those investigating his activities
fear he could have created double that number.

Seemingly driven by a compulsion to procreate, the 41-year-old Dutchman has
impregnated women in all corners of the globe, including many in Britain, allegedly
lying to them to cover up his prolific activities elsewhere.

Barely a week passes without a distraught mother coming forward to claim Meijer
duped her into believing he had only a handful of children.

Some of his 'victims' have set up a Facebook page with the sinister-sounding name
Donor 102.

That is the number of babies he was found to have fathered in 2017, when Dutch
health authorities first discovered he was secretly supplying sperm to almost every
fertility clinic in the country, far exceeding the legal limit in the Netherlands, which
permits donors to father 25 children by up to 12 different women.

Since then, however, Meijer has defiantly continued to expand his vast 'family' by
registering with sperm banks such as Denmark-based Cryos International, the
world's biggest provider, which supplies to more than 100 countries, Britain among
them, and another big international fertility clinic in Ukraine.

The 'cute Viking' (pictured) was unmasked as a serial sperm donor who roams the world and
admits to fathering an astonishing 500 children

He was secretly supplying sperm to almost every fertility clinic in the country, far exceeding
the legal limit in the Netherlands, which permits donors to father 25 children by up to 12
different women. File image
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He also makes private arrangements over the internet, where sperm donation is
completely unregulated, as Julia and Ida have found to their emotional cost.

The Donorkind Foundation, a Dutch advocacy group representing donor-conceived
children and their parents, claims that Meijer uses aliases when advertising his
services on the internet, to circumvent national quotas. Meijer has denied this.

Eerily, in parts of Holland, he has fathered so many lookalike children, with curly
blond hair and piercing blue eyes, that their mothers are starting to meet by chance
because they use the same creche, work in the same office or live in the same
neighbourhood.

Only when they see their children playing together, or compare photos of them,
then discuss how they came into being, do they realise, to their horror, that they
share the same father.

Inevitably, all this has awakened dystopian fears. The Netherlands is a small country
and Ties van der Meer, Donorkind's chairman, envisages a scenario where, on
reaching their teens, Meijer's children might frequent the same bar or club and fall
for one another, unaware that they are dating their half-brother or sister.

It could lead to them unwittingly forming incestuous relationships and having inbred
families, which carry an increased risk of genetic physical and psychiatric disorders,
he says. The danger of this nightmare becoming reality will also pass down to future
generations, where unsuspecting half-cousins could hook up.

None of this seems to trouble Meijer, whose one-man genetic explosion continues
apace.

This week he is holidaying in Kenya and Tanzania, sparking fears that he could use
the trip to create an East African branch of his vast 'family', as he has done in at least
15 other countries, according to a Donorkind member who uncovered the full extent
of his seed-spreading crusade.

Meijer also makes private arrangements over the internet, where sperm donation is
completely unregulated

When he returns, however, the serial donor will finally be made to account for his
reckless propagation. On April 13, he has been summoned to appear in a civil court
in The Hague, as the defendant in a landmark legal action being brought jointly by
Donorkind and 'Eva', one of the mothers who claim he lied to her about the number
of children he had produced.

'Sick to her stomach' about the potential consequences for her son, Eva — who says
she wouldn't have chosen him had she known he was a father of hundreds — will ask
a judge to ban Meijer from impregnating more unsuspecting women, on penalty of a
€100,000 fine. However, as there are no international regulations governing sperm
donors, such an order would apply only in the Netherlands.

It would do nothing to protect parents in the United Kingdom, where Meijer long ago
reached the legal maximum by supplying sperm for ten families. This was revealed
when Cryos flagged his online donor profile (the one that likened him to Brad Pitt)
with a red warning sign. Though the Danish sperm bank failed to respond to my
questions this week, it has said it no longer uses Meijer.

At the Donor Conception Network, a London-based UK charity that supports more
than 2,200 families with donor-conceived children, however, his unchecked spree is
also causing concern.

In recent days, the charity has received calls from anxious British parents who used
Meijer, and — like Julia and Ida — were blithely unaware until they read recent
reports that their sons and daughters have hundreds of half-siblings. 'We have been
contacted by a small number, who are leading the conversation', director Nina
Barnsley told me. 'But we know they have been in touch with others, so a lot of
British parties are likely to have been affected. This is a global story but there's a
cohort in the UK.'

While some parents forgive Meijer for deceiving them because he helped them to
have longed-for families, she says the majority either feel angry because he lied to
them, or criticise themselves for failing to ask the right questions before accepting
him as a donor.

There are no universal laws for sperm donors. Each country has its own rules, and
transactions conducted over the internet are an unregulated free-for-all.

In the UK, men who donate via a licensed clinic remain anonymous, have no legal or
financial obligations to the children they father, and are not named on the birth
certificate.

File image of liquid nitrogen cryogenic tank used for the sperm donation process

Following a change in the law in 2005, however, at 18 years old donor children can
apply for their father's name, address and date of birth, enabling them to make
contact if they wish, and making it easier to find their half-siblings.

Yet as Ms Barnsley says, 'sharing a close, genetic, familial connection with 500
people and managing that psychologically' will present a daunting challenge. Being
born in a climate of dishonesty and deception could cause these children further
problems.

For their parents, the dilemma would be how, and when, to tell them about their
huge network of half-brothers and sisters. The charity is offering them support in
that regard.

'So much of this world works on trust,' she says. 'It's not good that these families
have been lied to. This is not like going to Argos and buying something, then saying
this is not the product as described. This is a human being who has been created.
They are going to be connected with this man for ever. It all feels very irresponsible.'

She is choosing her words carefully, of course, yet Jonathan Meijer's detractors
would say the word 'irresponsible' doesn't begin to describe him. So, what do we
know about him and, more intriguingly, what possesses him to beget on such a
biblical scale?

Curiously, he comes from a country that has produced a procession of serial sperm
donors. Men such as the late Dr Jan Karbaat, who secretly used his own semen to
impregnate at least 60 women at his fertility clinic.

And 'Louis', now in his early 70s, whose offspring — thought to exceed 200 — are
still coming to light, 20 years after he stopped cycling or taking a train to different
Dutch sperm banks in order to avoid suspicion.

(In a stark reminder of the perils that await Meijer's children, one of Louis' sons, now
in his 30s, has told how he was matched with four of his half-sisters when he went on
the dating app Tinder. This set of half-siblings now keep a list to which they can refer
before choosing a partner.)

Unlike the solitary Louis, who attributes his compulsion to a dysfunctional childhood
and an inability to form close relationships, Meijer doesn't claim to be motivated by
unhappiness. On the contrary, he says he became a donor to spread the joys of his
own idyllic childhood.

He was one of seven children from a traditional, churchgoing family. His father is an
artist and his mother a pharmacy assistant.

I have been shown the now-deleted profile he provided for Cryos — where he
deposited sperm every month for at least two years using the alias 'Ruud'.

It carried an appealing photo of him as an apple-cheeked boy with a mop of blond
hair; presumably to show prospective mothers what their child might look like.

In his handwritten personal testimony, he said he had grown up in a loving family
environment, and in his late 20s, when he heard about people who were unable to
have children, he became determined to help them fulfil their dreams.

'Until that moment, all I did was for my own benefit,' he wrote. 'That was when I
started to help others with having a family, a gift that would change lifes [sic] for the
better, more love, more positivity and a positive future.

'All my friends and family are aware of my decision of becoming a donor, and a
future wife will know this too. Also my own children.' (Meijer is unmarried but is
thought to have raised a child with a past partner.) Ironically, he added: 'So this won't
be something that I did secretly.'

He presented himself as a clean-living former Scout leader with a passion for various
sports, drawing cartoons and recording videos. He claimed to speak five languages
in addition to Dutch and said he had taught social sciences before 'working with
cryptocurrency in a development trading company'.

Invited to describe the strong side of his character, he said he was 'creative, a
thinker, outgoing, a dreamer'.

Oh yes, and 'musically talented' — a boast belied by the wailing renditions on his
personal YouTube channel, where he also expounds his homespun philosophy on
everything from the benefits of eating five raw eggs for breakfast to the importance
of family life.

As for his flaws, he could only think of two. As 'a dreamer' he was inclined to be a
perfectionist; and his 'sensitive nature' meant that he needed to spend time alone.

The mothers who say he has betrayed them portray him rather differently. 'God
complex' and 'narcissist' are words I have heard repeatedly this week. Others believe
that he is driven by a macho need to demonstrate his masculinity or exercise some
form of control over women by making them pregnant.

Julia and her wife remain convinced Meijer is, at heart, 'a nice guy'. However, they
surmise that he has a psychological aberration which makes him 'addicted' to having
children.

Either that or, Julia remarks dryly, 'he wants to be in Guinness World Records. Those
are the only two reasons that could explain why he wants to spread his genes.'

When they googled him and found that incriminating article, they called Meijer and
confronted him with his deceit. 'We told him we were shocked and that it was really
bad for our little one,' says Julia. 'He said he was ashamed and would never lie to us
again.

'But then we found out, a few days ago, that he was in Africa. We are so worried he'll
go to sperm banks there that we even called our embassies in Kenya and Tanzania to
warn them, but we couldn't get a reply.'

She adds: 'For us, the worry is how we will deal with this. You don't just say to your
child: 'Oh, great news, you've got hundreds of brothers and sisters, we'll bring them
home for Christmas.'

'It has happened and we'll make the best of it. But we'll talk to Jonathan when he gets
back and try to make him see this must stop.'

In the Netherlands, where privacy laws mean Meijer can be identified only by his first
name, the sentiment is less forgiving.

While Eva has volunteered to front the case, dozens more are backing her,
convinced legal action is the only way to force the rampant babymaker into
retirement.

'The first step is to try to ban him from donating in this country, but then we want
him banned internationally,' says Mark de Hek, the lawyer who will present the case.

'When you have two children from one donor in the same nursery, it's astonishing
and the danger is clear. There is a significant chance of inbreeding.

'Recently Jonathan seemed to have calmed down (his sperm donations), perhaps
because he was in a relationship. But now that relationship has ended and last month
we learnt he was approaching new women, so we have speeded up the legal
procedure to limit the damage before he can produce more children.'

In Britain, the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority urges anyone
considering using a sperm donor to work with a licensed clinic which must adhere to
the ten-family limit.

As the HFEA admits, however, even this can't entirely protect women desperate to
conceive from men such as Meijer.

As UK rules don't apply to foreign sperm banks that supply many British clinics, and
the number of times these banks use the same donor cannot be monitored, a
spokesperson said, there was 'a chance the same man could create many more
families overseas'.

Whatever happens in a Dutch court two weeks hence, it seems nothing can prevent
the Viking stud plundering women's trust.

One shudders to think how many more children he will create on his self-avowed
quest to spread the seeds of joy . . . or, perhaps more likely, bask in a sense of
superhuman power and virility.

UK families affected by issues raised in this article may wish to contact Donor
Conception Network: dcnetwork.org; 020 7278 2608; enquiries@dcnetwork.org
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Lauren London shares
heartfelt tribute to
'Eternal Being' Nipsey
Hussle on fourth
anniversary of his
death: 'Nothing was
ever the same'

Sydney Sweeney
looks angelic as she
flaunts her stunning
figure in a tiny white
two-piece for her
Frankies Bikinis
collaboration next to
Francesca Aiello
 

Sean ' Diddy ' Combs
appears every inch the
doting dad as he
spends quality time with
his daughter Love, six
months, in the pool
 

Cardi B puts on VERY
cheeky display in
skintight white thong
bodysuit while showing
off her tattoo dedicated
to her rapper beau
Offset

Makeup free Rita Ora
wears her favourite
Janet Jackson tour T-
shirt over a pair of tiny
bike shorts as she steps
out in Double Bay
 

Where are the
Gladiators stars now?
As Falcon passes away
aged 59 and BBC gears
up to reboot the series
we take a look at what
the 90s icons did next 
 

Jennifer Aniston and
Adam Sandler's
detective comedy
Murder Mystery 2 gets
mixed reviews from
critics 
 

White Lotus star
Lukas Gage and Kim
Kardashian hairstylist
boyfriend Chris
Appleton share PDA on
the subway... after
revealing they're 'very
much in love'
 

Olivia Wilde flaunts
her toned abs as she
exits the gym in sports
bra and leggings
following sweaty LA
workout
 

Chrissy Teigen,
Dionne Warwick, Ice-T
and LeBron James lead
celebrities who insist
they will not pay Elon
Musk's $8 fee for blue
checkmark on Twitter

Jess Impiazzi, 34,
shares heartbreak at
being told she's going
through early
menopause but still
hopes to have kids with
Jermaine Pennant 

Mark Wahlberg offers
to donate his THUMB to
get injured Astros star
Jose Altuve back on the
field as he's a 'big fan'
of the second baseman
 

Coronation Street's
Amy is left devastated
as police DROP her rape
case against Aaron...
but her mother Tracy
decides to take action
 

Cheers for the
welcome! King Charles
raises a glass to toast
historic German state
visit as it ends with
drinks - and Eurovision
glam-rockers 
 

Second Love Island
couple 'split just weeks
after leaving the villa'...
after Casey O'Gorman
and Rosie Seabrook
were the first to end
romance

Pip Edwards shows off
her fit figure in a bright
bikini as she hits the
beach in Sydney with
Rita Ora - before
relaxing over some
margaritas
 

Tori Spelling reveals
reason for bedazzled
eye patch as she thanks
fans for well wishes and
concern
 

Ex Hollyoaks star
Jazmine Franks
displays her growing
baby bump in a neon
green sweater and skirt
as she enjoys a swanky
dinner in Manchester
 

EXCLUSIVE  Meet
Made In Chelsea newbie
David Templer! TikTok
chef reveals he was
roasted by Gordon
Ramsay for 's**t' tutorial
 

Jennifer Aniston
reveals what she and
Courteney Cox REALLY
ate on the set of Friends
- after debunking viral
claims of her 'famous
salad'
 

'I'm so devastated':
Fans of hit BBC show
Ghosts left in tears as
show is axed after five
seasons... while team
share emotional
farewell
 

EXCLUSIVE  (Blended)
family outing! Lauren
Sanchez enjoys a
dinner date with son
Nikko and billionaire
boyfriend Jeff Bezos'
oldest child Preston
 

Coronation Street fans
are convinced they have
worked out who killer
Stephen Reid's next
victim will be as his
factory secrets are
uncovered
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Ex-soldier Vaughan
Smith, 59, who once
gave Julian Assange
sanctuary at his 600-
acre estate in Norfolk, is
battling  'divorce'
 

'They couldn't get my
blood pressure up':
Gloria Hunniford, 82, in
terrifying hospital dash
before being diagnosed
with sepsis of the
kidney
 

Licky star! Madonna,
64, sticks her tongue
out while posing with a
guitar as she adds
MORE dates to 40th
anniversary world tour
 

'Hotten Police Station
needs new detectives!'
Emmerdale fans slam
'stupid storyline' as
Charles is wrongly
arrested for running
over Alex
 

Jade Thirwall looks
effortlessly stylish in an
oversized hoodie and
quirky zebra print
trousers at a swanky
fashion bash
 

BBC sitcom Ghosts is
AXED after five series -
as cancellation of
BAFTA nominated show
devastates fans
 

Rust assistant director
receives suspended jail
sentence after pleading
no contest to negligent
use of a firearm on Alec
Baldwin set where
Halyna Hutchins was
shot dead 
 

Alison Hammond
reiterates her single
status and hints there's
no chance of
reconciliation with ex as
she's quizzed over
missing ring
 

Sarah Beeny covers
her peroxide blonde
buzz cut as she dons
fun hats with her four
sons and husband in
honour of brain tumour
research charity
 

Nicole Scherzinger
gives a glimpse at her
toned midriff and tiny
waist while wearing a
black satin crop top and
matching trousers in
sizzling snaps
 

Chloe Ferry goes
braless in a leather-look
top and matching skin-
tight leggings in
glamorous selfies on
night out 

The model who tamed
internet bad boy Logan
Paul: Troublemaking
YouTube star's girlfriend
Nina Agdal moved to
the US with just $40
before catapulting to
fame
 

'It's time': Jesy Nelson
wipes her Instagram
and hints at brand new
music in teaser video...
after parting ways with
record label
 

Priyanka Chopra cuts
an elegant figure in a
plunging sequinned
gown and puts on a
loved-up display with
her husband Nick Jonas
 

I'm A Celebrity All
Stars start date
'REVEALED': South
African spin-off set to
begin on Monday 24th
April and will CLASH
with the Eurovision
 

'Matching with
mother!': Jacqueline
Jossa, 30, and lookalike
mum Selina, 67, pose
up a storm in identical
bikinis during sun-
soaked family holiday
 

Flo Rida asks for
prayers for six-year-old
son who 'miraculously
survived' after plunging
more than 50ft from
apartment window
leaving him in ICU 

Gladiators assemble!
Shonda Rhimes and
fellow Scandal alums
reunite to support Scott
Foley amid his run on
Broadway
 

Christine McGuinness
looks sensational in a
blue bikini as she
shares cryptic message
following split from her
ex-husband Paddy 
 

Ed Sheeran lands his
14th UK number one
single with Eyes Closed
after revealing
harrowing personal
troubles he faced while
making latest album

Pictured: Honey Boo
Boo star Anna
'Chickadee' Cardwell
undergoes first
chemotherapy session -
as she suffers hair loss
while battling cancer
 

Love Island's Ekin-Su
Culculoglu wears a chic
leggy blazer dress and
knee-high leather boots
as she celebrates her
makeup collection in
Ireland 
 

Queen Consort
delights children with
her Gruffalo drawing as
she shows off her art
skills during visit to
Hamburg school
 

Headed to
Yellowstone? Miranda
Lambert teases
possible appearance on
the hit show - amid
news of her cancelled
Las Vegas residency
 

Perrie Edwards flaunts
abs in a crop top from
her new sportswear
collection as she battles
to make her fashion
brand inclusive for all
bodies
 

'I'm a complete
emotional wreck right
now!' Pregnant Kate
Ferdinand reveals her
son Cree, 2, was rushed
into surgery after 'freak
accident' 
 

Reese Witherspoon's
decision to divorce was
down to work as star
'has her hand in a lot of
pots' while estranged
husband Jim Toth
'prefers less frenzy'
 

Love Island star
Arabella Chi goes
braless in a pink netted
dress as she poses for
sizzling snaps 
 

E.T. star Dee Wallace
is going to be a
grandmother! Shocked
actress finds out happy
news in sweet TikTok
video
 

'There's going to be
death and destruction':
Stormy Daniels warns
Donald Trump will incite
violence after his
indictment - but says
she is not scared
 

'I can't believe it!' Tess
Daly admits she's 'in
denial' as she braces
herself for a 'big
change' in her family
life 
 

Vera star announces
return to ITV drama
after a decade away
while show bids
farewell to other cast
member as drama set
to  return for season 13
 

Date night! Kelsey
Grammer, 68, and wife
Kayte Walsh, 44, dine
out in style at hotspot E
Baldi in Beverly Hills
 

Million Dollar Listing
star Josh Flagg finalizes
divorce from Bobby
Boyd after a four year
marriage - as he moves
on with new boyfriend
Andrew
 

'I blacked out a bit'
Lala Kent describes
upcoming Vanderpump
Rules reunion taping as
'explosive' amid Tom
Sandoval and Raquel
Leviss affair
 

Meghan King reveals
she has opened up her
dating apps to women
and vows to explore her
sexuality... after split
with Joe Biden's
nephew Cuffe Owens
 

Brooke Shields looks
pretty in pink as she
promotes her
documentary Pretty
Baby amid revelation
she was raped when
she was 22
 

Priscilla Presley
leaves her Glasgow
hotel ahead of five-night
UK tour - amid ongoing
feud with
granddaughter Riley
Keough
 

Jay Leno reveals he
has a 'brand new ear'
after suffering third
degree burns in fire:
'They're so thin it just
goes up'
 

Rita Ora parades her
ripped abs in a
shimmering bikini as
she poses for jaw-
dropping snaps during
a beach day in Sydney
 

Golf pro Paige
Spiranac puts on a
busty display in a
plunging co-ord as she
teaches fans how to
grip a putter ahead of
the Masters at Augusta
 

Emerald Fennell
prepares for the release
of her film Saltburn -
after Bad Cinderella is
panned on Broadway,
writes ALISON
BOSHOFF
 

'I'll miss you forever':
Hollyoaks' Ruby
O'Donnell pays a
heartfelt tribute to her
beloved grandmother
on the day of her funeral
 

Still Game star Stevie
Allen has died: Co-star
Jane McCarry pays
tribute to 'fantastic'
Scottish actor who
ditched TV to become a
paramedic
 

Stavros Flatley's
Demi Andreas shows
off his impressive
weight loss while
flashing his stomach -
as BGT icon gears up
for a return to TV
 

Aging like a fine wine!
Bethenny Frankel, 52,
promotes her Forever
Young alcohol brand
while posing in a baby
blue bikini in St. Barts
 

Kelsey Parker admits
she wanted to die after
losing husband Tom to
a brain tumour as she
struggled with grief
 

Inside Jordan
Pickford's wife Megan's
27th birthday: WAG is
treated to bouquets of
flowers, a balloon-filled
Pilates session and a
trip to Disneyland
 

Boy George supports
brother Kevin O'Dowd
at the launch of his
book Reflections In
Rhyme in London after
the death of their
beloved mother
 

Gladiators legend
Falcon has died aged
59: Bernadette Hunt
passes away after being
diagnosed with cancer,
a family remember
reveals
 

Why does King
Charles have swollen
'sausage' fingers? And
what has the royal
himself said about his
swollen hands?
 

Lionel Richie tells
Drew Barrymore her
wild child days in 'wolf
pack' with his daughter
Nicole 'almost killed me'
 

Priyanka Chopra
cradles her baby
daughter Malti in a
striking pink co-ord as
she touches down at
Mumbai Airport with
husband Nick Jonas
 

Are you taking notes,
Amber Heard? As
Gwyneth Paltrow wins
ski crash case, experts
reveal how she swayed
jurors with witty one-
liners
 

Simon Cowell
continues to wear a
surgical corset as he
arrives at America's Got
Talent filming
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kim
Kardashian's naked
ambition! SKIMS mogul
writhes around in nude
swimsuit forcing
beachgoers to do a
double take during racy
photo shoot
.

Jinger Duggar rails
against her pedophile
brother Josh - accusing
him of defiling her
religion by acting as a
Christian to hide child
porn crimes
 

Vicky McClure looks
tense as she reprises
her role as a bomb
disposal expert to film
dramatic scenes for
Trigger Point season
two 
 

Molly-Mae Hague
shares a snap of lost
cat Eggy 'hiding in plain
sight' but can YOU spot
him?
 

Meghan Markle wins
court fight with her half-
sister: Florida court
dismisses claims the
Duchess of Sussex
spread 'malicious lies'
about Samantha
 

David Beckham enjoys
a night inside one of pal
Guy Ritchie's £50,000
BBQ tents (but let's
hope his cooking is
better than his son's)
 

Millie Mackintosh
looks chic on a
shopping spree after
admitting to having lip
fillers and 'tweakments'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Emily
Atack has scrapped her
ITV2 comedy show after
three series to focus on
raunchy Disney+ project
Rivals 
 

Love Island star Ekin-
Su Culculoglu
accidentally films
Davide Sanclimenti
NAKED on luxurious
Maldives getaway 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Britney
Spears hints there really
is trouble in paradise:
Disheveled star
emerges without
wedding ring and
clutches teddy bear
after escaping to Hawaii
 

'Why didn't you give
me a heads up?' Paddy
McGuinness is left red-
faced after he's caught
chatting away on
camera ahead of This
Morning interview
 

Teenage boy who says
Phillip Schofield's
brother sexually
assaulted him over
three-year period from
age of 13 is telling the
truth, jury hears 
 

BBC pays tribute to
late Paul O'Grady as it
reveals plans to scrap
Bradley Walsh's
Blankety Blank in
favour of 1998 episode
starring Lily Savage
 

Jade Thirlwall puts on
a busty display in a
sexy cut-out top as she
heads for a night on the
town with a friend
 

Jason Donovan, 54,
displays his fit physique
as he soaks up in the
sun at Bondi Beach...
after breaking his
silence on Neighbours
revival
 

Penny Lancaster, 52,
shows off her incredible
figure in a camel
crochet sundress over
her floral bikini as she
enjoys a family beach
day in Sydney
 

Rhian Sugden says
she developed an eating
disorder and would only
eat half a banana and a
square of chocolate a
day due to stress of
£75K IVF struggles
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DON'T MISS  

Tom Holland and
Zendaya cut casual
figures in hoodies and
leggings as they arrive
at Mumbai Airport
 

Paul O'Grady's
husband Andre Portasio
shares last photo of the
couple together on their
final holiday as he
thanks fans for their
support  
 

'There's not many 18st
rugby player presenters
like me': Nick Knowles
recalls getting STUCK
in The Grand Canyon
after 4 stone weight
gain
 

Hugh Jackman enjoys
a cocktail as he relaxes
on holiday in Costa Rica
before returning to his
role as Wolverine
 

'She just wants to be
in the spotlight!'
Georgia Harrison
brands Stephen Bear's
fiancé Jessica Smith a
'villain' who 'enjoys the
infamy'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Beyond
Paradise FIRST LOOK:
DS Esther Williams
dares DI Goodman to
flirty game of darts
while an arsonist is at
large
 

Alex Scott flashes a
dazzling smile as she
twins with her pal in
matching denim jackets
during a casual  stroll 
 

Felicity Kendal's
theatre director partner
Michael Rudman dies
aged 84 two years after
he survived battle with
Covid
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BBC show Gladiators
unveils logo for new
series as it returns to
screens after over 20
years - and you can be
in the live arena of the
new episodes for free!
 

Formula One driver
Lewis Hamilton joins
former US president
Barack Obama and his
wife Michelle for dinner
at trendy Melbourne
eatery
 

Channel 4 star
announces he's
RETURNING for the first
time in three years with
a magical new live show
 

REVEALED: Gwyneth
Paltrow juror says
actress' snow science
expert who drew STICK
FIGURES is what
swayed the panel to find
in her favour
 

TOWIE's Courtney
Green flashes her
midriff as she joins
Chloe Meadows and
Dani Imbert at Amy
Childs' baby shower
 

Gwyneth Paltrow wins
ski crash lawsuit and
says she fought
$300,000 case to defend
her integrity: Star tells
deflated optometrist, 76,
'I wish you well'
 

He's in the Army now!
Mike Tindall looks in his
element as he spends
the day driving Warrior
tank around MOD base
 

Scout Willis opts for
striped trousers and a
yellow top as she
carries her rescue dog
in a papoose during a
stroll in Los Feliz with
beau Jake Miller
 

Corrie's Jodie Prenger
pays tribute to Paul
O'Grady by renaming
her new rescue dog Lily
in memory of the late
comedian
 

The secret to
Gwyneth's success?
How to make your own
bone broth after star
revealed she has it for
lunch 'most days' 
 

'All life is precious
even our pets': Keith
Duffy reveals his family
are devastated as their
dog Lenny passes away
 

PICTURED: Tekashi
6ix9ine attackers
arrested after 'snitch'
rapper was 'beaten to a
pulp' in LA Fitness
sauna in Florida
 

Christine McGuinness
says she 'embraces' her
unique dynamic as she
continues to live with ex
Paddy for the sake of
their autistic children
 

Sarah Beeny shares
sweet snaps of her son
helping to dye her
newly grown hair
platinum blonde - as
she continues breast
cancer treatment
 

How Gwyneth Paltrow
coolly celebrated her
court victory: Body
language expert Judi
James on the actress's
sign-off after winning
legal battle 
 

Romeo Beckham and
his girlfriend Mia Regan
celebrate dog Simba's
first birthday as they
cosy up for adorable
snaps with their
'gorgeous boy'
 

BOSHOFF: As Sian
Gabbidon's business
goes into liquidation,
Apprentice winners
should be warned that
Lord Sugar's
investment doesn't
always lead to success
 

Pregnant Amy Childs
cosies up to boyfriend
Billy Delbosq as they
join her TOWIE co-stars
to film her baby shower
scenes ahead of
welcoming twins
 

Married At First Sight
stars Domenica Calarco
and Ella Ding reveal
why their season was
so much better than the
2023 series 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Sam
Asghari ditches his
wedding ring on solo
outing as Britney
Spears enjoys getaway
with pal Cade Hudson -
amid rumors of trouble
 

Maisie Williams puts
on a glam display in a
leggy scarlet mini dress
at the Christian Dior Fall
2023 show in India
 

Jacqueline Jossa
showcases her curves
in statement bikinis as
she poses confidently
in her swimwear
collection while on
Tenerife holiday
 

Dragon's Den star
Sara Davies shows off
her slimmed-down
figure in purple animal
print dresses on
business trip to Florida
 

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley shares rare
snaps with her fiancé
Jason Statham as they
enjoy a whirlwind 24-
hour break in Antwerp
 

Maternal actress
Parminder Nagra
reveals her rage over
show axing as she
retweets string of
furious posts blasting
'stupid' ITV
 

Keanu Reeves gifted
personalised gag T-
shirts to the stunt crew
on the set of John Wick:
Chapter 4 after filming
 

Lucy Fallon cuts a
casual figure as she
enjoys coffee with a pal
in Liverpool - after
revealing her newborn
son's name for the first
time
 

Pregnant Shaughna
Phillips reveals she was
hospitalised after her
baby 'stopped moving' -
as she prepares to be
induced
 

Goldie Hawn, 77, and
Kurt Russell, 72, put
their 40-year romance
on display as they enjoy
dinner with his eldest
son Boston in Santa
Monica
 

Lewis Capaldi feared
he'd never be able to
perform again after his
mental health struggles
and twitches became
'out of control'

Hailey Bieber proudly
showcases ripped abs
and stunning legs in
sexy blue outfit as she
celebrates Rhode
Canada launch
 

Busted add EXTRA
dates within 30 minutes
of 20th Anniversary tour
tickets going on sale -
after speedy sales saw
fans battling
Ticketmaster queues 
 

What marriage woes?
Britney Spears brushes
off rumours her
relationship with Sam
Asghari is in crisis 
 

Jason Watkins and
Clara go to couples
therapy for the first time
since their daughter
Maude's death
 

Paul O'Grady's final TV
appearance to air next
month: New series of
For the Love of Dogs
will be shown after host
filmed 11th series
before his death
 

'He strokes my face
when I'm asleep': Tom
Parker's widow Kelsey
claims the late singer
contacts her from
beyond the grave - one
year on from his death
 

'Cruel' King Charles
costume with plastic
EARS goes on sale
weeks before
coronation
 

Shanina Shaik puts on
a leggy display in a
black mini skirt and
leather jacket as she
goes shopping in LA 
 

Victoria's Secret
model Joy Corrigan
cuts an edgy figure in a
leather co-ord and
sequinned boots as she
heads out for dinner
 

Zara McDermott
doesn't feel pressure to
take the next step with
Sam Thompson and
insists women can be
'more than a wife and a
mother'
 

'Wow, it's a lot of
money that': Antiques
Roadshow guest left
gobsmacked after
damaged watch is
valued at a staggering
sum
 

Wendy Williams 'is
selling ALL of her
belongings in her $3m
NYC penthouse ahead
of a big cross-country
move after her podcast
launch was axed'
 

Vikings star Alexander
Ludwig hilariously
strips down to recreate
wife Lauren's
pregnancy photo
 

Jason Watkins reveals
his son Gilbert, 11, asks
whether he's 'a
replacement' for his
daughter Maude in
documentary after her
death from sepsis
 

Jason Donovan
reveals how he feels
about Amazon reviving
Neighbours just months
after it was axed -  after
Kylie Minogue 'believed
she was duped' into
returning for the finale  
 

Pregnant Rihanna
cradles her VERY
sleepy baby son as they
enjoy a rare outing
together in Los Angeles
 

Jane Seymour, 72,
reveals her secrets to
her age-defying looks
and the on camera trick
she uses to make her
appear decades
younger
 

This is 54! Mariah
Carey slips into green
bikini on luxury birthday
getaway with boyfriend
Bryan Tanaka and her
twins
 

Home and Away star
Tammin Sursok attends
anti-gun rally after
revealing her young
daughter was caught up
in Nashville school
shooting
 

Kim Kardashian
flashes a hint of her abs
in a crop top and faux
pink coat as she and
daughter North enjoy a
fun-filled day at the
Hello Kitty Cafe
 

Nicola Peltz is whisked
off on a date night by
husband Brooklyn
Beckham in West
Hollywood - after he
was mocked online for
THAT 'bad' portrait
tattoo of the actress 
 

Chrishell Stause wears
flirty corset dress as
she sweetly hugs her
nonbinary lover G Flip
on red carpet at star-
studded GLAAD
Awards 
 

It would be a 'mistake'
for Queen Consort
Camilla to reject
traditional ivory sceptre
at Coronation, Richard
Eden tells PALACE
CONFIDENTIAL
 

Martha Stewart, 81,
treats her
granddaughter Jude
Stewart, 12, to
Broadway opening night
of Life Of Pi in NYC
 

Rachel Weisz admits
she was 'obsessed' with
David Cronenberg's
Dead Ringers as she
prepares to star in a
bloody remake 
 

Brooke Shields shows
off a hint of midriff in
black jumpsuit while out
promoting her explosive
new documentary Pretty
Baby in NYC
 

Christina Ricci sports
Minnie Mouse ears as
she enjoys a fun-filled
day at Disneyland with
her son Freddie, eight
 

Lily Allen puts on a
glamorous display in a
plunging polka dot
gown as she attends
Dreamland screening
with husband David
Harbour
 

From fatherhood at 31
and an extraordinary
double life to showbiz
triumph as TV's
primetime drag queen:
Paul O'Grady's life in
pictures 
 

Gabrielle Union
dazzles in colorful
beaded gown as she's
joined by stepdaughter
Zaya Wade, 15, at
the GLAAD Awards in
Los Angeles
 

'In 12 years, I've dated
like, 10 people': Pete
Davidson seeks to
debunk reputation as
Hollywood lothario and
complains about being
more famous for A-list
flings than his career 
 

Here come the buxom
blondes! Christina
Aguilera almost busts
out of her lowcut dress
as she joins Jennifer
Coolidge at star-
studded GLAAD Awards
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Zara and Mike Tindall
break convention as
they ditch the Royal
Family's legal eagles for
a Chester law firm
 

'They are so brave':
Viewers praise Jason
Watkins and his wife
Clara for 'heartbreaking'
ITV documentary about
their late daughter
Maude
 

Emily Ratajkowski
bonds with toddler son
in Japan after estranged
husband was accused
of sexual misconduct
by MULTIPLE women he
'groomed' on Instagram
during their marriage
 

Kendall Jenner sparks
backlash after sharing
VERY revealing fashion
shoot - as one fan
demands her account
be 'labelled as 18+'
 

Jourdan Dunn puts on
a busty display in a
strapless silk dress as
she joins Romeo
Beckham's glamorous
model girlfriend Mia
Regan at Balmain
 

'I asked for an acid
peel to get rid of my
freckles': Perrie
Edwards discusses her
battle with self-
confidence
 

Selena Gomez
smolders in glamorous
new selfie from her Rare
Beauty event... amid
rumored romance with
One Direction
heartthrob Zayn Malik
 

Kaia Gerber and
Austin Butler make
young patients' day as
they visit Children's
Hospital LA during
Make March Matter
fundraising campaign
 

Jersey Shore Family
Vacation: Mike 'The
Situation' Sorrentino
jumps out of plane in
Louisiana for epic
gender reveal as wife
Lauren looks on 
 

John Farnham's family
gives a major health
update after the singer
had part of his jaw is
removed during life-
saving cancer surgery
 

Steven Yeun and Ali
Wong are all smiles on
the red carpet for the
Los Angeles premiere
of their new Netflix
series Beef
 

Jonah Hill's rumored
fiancée Olivia Millar
covers up her baby
bump in butterfly
sweater while out in
Malibu... after sparking
engagement rumors
 

Two people killed and
five injured in late-night
shootout at rapper Yo
Gotti's Memphis
restaurant Prive
 

Sydney Sweeney
shows off her summer
body in VERY sexy
swimsuit as she flashes
cleavage in sizzling
shoot for Frankies
Bikinis collaboration
 

Molly-Mae Hague coos
over baby Bambi as she
goes shopping - after
revealing she can't find
any clothes that fit her
postpartum body
 

Chris Pratt discusses
the hostile reaction to
his casting as Mario in
The Super Mario Bros.
Movie: 'People don't
want something like this
to get screwed up'
 

What did Gwyneth
Paltrow say to Terry
Sanderson? Star's
whispered message to
opponent revealed after
winning ski crash case
 

Bethenny Frankel
shows off her svelte
physique in a ruffled,
one-piece swimsuit as
she takes a dip during
her St. Barts getaway
 

Taylor Swift to be
presented with key to
city of Arlington, Texas,
after a street is
temporarily
renamed Taylor Swift
Way in her honor
 

EastEnders: Emma
makes a dramatic exit
from the Square as she
struggles to cope with
daughter Lola's
devastating health
prognosis
 

'Some Dreamland
looks': Lily Allen stuns
in a lace bra before
changing into a
plunging gown in
behind-the-scenes
snaps
 

'We would sort of
check each other':
Fatboy Slim reveals he
and ex-wife Zoe Ball
kept each other
grounded through rise
to fame
 

'Yeehaw!' Lewis
Capaldi poses in an
unbuttoned shirt and
cowboy hat as he kicks
off his sold out north
America and Canada
tour in Nashville
 

Simon Cowell, 63, has
to wear surgical corset
to aid recovery two
years on from electric
bike accident as he
shows off his slim
figure
 

Teen Mom star Jenelle
Evans says her and son
Jace, 13, are 'closer
than ever'... after she
finally regained custody
of him from mom
Barbara
 

EXCLUSIVE
Neighbor's of Flo Rida's
son tell how they saw
the six-year-old splayed
'lifeless' on sidewalk
after falling from fifth-
floor window - as his
mom sues landlord
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger and
Dolph Lundgren pump
iron together at Gold's
Gym in Venice Beach
 

'I feel blessed': Donna
Air says she is 'very
lucky' to have made a
full recovery after
fracturing her spine in
two places just before
Christmas
 

Pixie Geldof looks
effortlessly chic in an
oversized striped blazer
as she poses at
restaurant bash
 

Florence Pugh says
she 'abused my own
self' and 'put myself in
really s*** situations' to
get into character for
horror movie
Midsommar
 

James Norton cosies
up to his fiancée
Imogen Poots at A Little
Life press night - while
Dua Lipa makes a low-
key exit after the event 
 

Ed Sheeran says grief
is a 'solitary thing' as he
opens up about feeling
ashamed for getting
therapy amid the loss of
his pal Jamal Edwards
 

Pregnant Dani Dyer
displays her growing
bump in a fitted black
midi dress in final
trimester of her
pregnancy
 

White House Plumbers
trailer shows Woody
Harrelson and Justin
Theroux as Watergate
masterminds bungling
the plot to protect
President Nixon
 

Heidi Klum looks
pretty in pink while co-
judge Sofia Vergara
sizzles in a stylish black
and white leopard print
coat as they arrive to
America's Got Talent
 

Billie Eilish treats her
fans to a mini acoustic
concert after her Mexico
City tour stop is
CANCELED due to
heavy rain
 

'Evening glam':
Georgia Toffolo exudes
sophistication in
dazzling diamond gown
with a daringly high slit
for stunning snaps
 

Kelly Clarkson
appears to slam her ex-
husband Brandon
Blackstock by changing
the lyrics to cover song
on talk show after ugly
divorce drama
 

EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: King
Charles may regret
reportedly evicting
Angela Kelly from her
grace-and-favour home
 

This is what you'd get
if Lord Sugar's lot went
after Caesar!... PATRICK
MARMION reviews
Julius Caesar
 

As Brooklyn and
Nicola say they're
'saving' for their dream
LA home, POLLY
BRINDLE from Selling
The OC picks mansions
that just might fit the bill
 

Cardi B and Offset to
appear in upcoming
Baby Shark film along
with their daughter
Kulture, 4, and baby son
Wave, 18 months
 

'I loved him': Linda
Nolan reveals she was
supported by 'great
friend' Paul O'Grady
during her cancer battle
before his tragic death
 

Juicy J pays tribute to
fallen Three 6 Mafia
member Gangsta Boo
on his new mixtape -
three months after her
tragic death at age 43
 

Katy Perry and
Orlando Bloom are seen
leaving an indoor camp
in NYC after daughter
Daisy enjoys some play
time... amid news they
are both sober
 

Teyana Taylor visits
SiriusXM in a sleek leaf-
textured look to
promote her new film A
Thousand And One
which is stirring Oscar
buzz
 

Olivia Culpo, 30,
flaunts her bikini body
as she vacations with
beau Christian
McCaffrey, 26... after
saying she feels
'pressure' to have kids
 

Russell Crowe breaks
down in tears over the
death of his puppy live
on-air after he was hit
by a truck on the two-
year anniversary of
father's death
 

Blac Chyna looks
elegant in a bright white
fur-lined coat and
matching leggings as
she steps out in NYC...
after revealing her
make-under
 

'You guys are
amazing!' Michael Bublé
jokes that he loves the
UK because he doesn't
have to be 'careful or
politically correct' here
 

Tom Parker's widow
Kelsey says telling her
two children 'Daddy
isn't here' was the
'hardest conversation'
as she reflects one year
since his tragic death
 

Victoria Beckham
flaunts her svelte
physique in a plunging
blue and red dress as
she poses for 'casual'
snaps during a poolside
shoot
 

Boris Becker says he
left his first wife after
she kept bringing up his
fatherhood of a child
with Russian waitress
on one night stand 
 

Emma Roberts shows
off the brand new ear
piercing given to her by
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piercing given to her by
celebrity piercer Daniel
Ruiz - who is trusted by
Lucy Hale and Demi
Lovato 
 

CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Experts who
fix cranky pooches...
and troubled marriages,
too 
 

'Ready for the Easter
bunny': Helen Flanagan
sets pulses racing as
she flaunts her
sensational figure in
Playboy costume and
pink lingerie set
 

Brooklyn Beckham
reveals his favourite red
wine is an eye-watering
£2,500 bottle from 1979
as he admits he isn't a
chef after his culinary
skills raise eyebrows
 

Baywatch vet Donna
D'Errico flashes
underboob as she pulls
off a red swimsuit on
55th birthday... after
insisting her photos are
not 'raunchy'
 

Eiza Gonzalez covers
up her figure in a puffy
jacket and parachute
pants while stepping
out in NYC... after being
cast in the science
fiction movie Ash
 

Cara Delevingne puts
on a leggy display in a
belted floral kimono as
she joins Karlie Kloss
and Maisie Williams for
the Dior show in
Mumbai
 

'He's gone through
exactly what I've just
gone through': Ed
Sheeran reveals he and
Robbie Williams bonded
over shared addiction
battles
 

General Hospital star
Maurice Benard breaks
down in tears after
reuniting with his
daughter after not
seeing each other for
months
 

MAFS star Lyndall
'went into a spiral' after
learning of her husband
Cam's sexting scandal
with fellow bride Tayla
 

EXCLUSIVE  Union J's
Josh Cuthbert reveals
he felt like 'a burden' on
wife Chloe Lloyd and
family while battling
suicidal thoughts
 

Dungeons & Dragons:
Honour Among Thieves
review: You'll love these
Dragons - even if you
haven't played the
game, says BRIAN
VINER 
 

'Sometimes it's like
watching The Matrix!':
Emmerdale fans
amused as they
struggle to follow flash
forward scenes of Alex
lifeless on road
 

Anna Friel looks chic
in a fitted top and gothic
tiered skirt at A Little
Life press night - after
ex DJ Toby Anstis said
he could have married
her in the 90s 
 

'My music is banned in
our house!' Lily Allen
reveals she hates her
old songs and remains
coy on whether she will
ever release new tunes
 

Introducing the all-
female, singer-
songwriter
SUPERGROUP:
Boygenius' new album
ADRIAN THRILLS
 

Radio legend 'Uncle
Doug' Mulray dies aged
71: Pioneer launched
Triple M and was a
ratings winner in the
'80s
 

EXCLUSIVE  PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: New
mother Jorgie Porter
dotes on newborn son
Forest as she takes him
on a stroll
 

Jenna Johnson and
husband Val
Chmerkovskiy of
Dancing With The Stars
share details about their
miscarriage before they
welcomed a son
 

Belinda Carlisle is
back! The Go-Gos
singer, 64, sees her
upbeat tune Big Big
Love from Cher's
songwriter Diane
Warren climb the charts
 

Marvel's Jonathan
Majors called 911 on his
girlfriend before he was
arrested for assault and
harassment, lawyers
claim:
 

Nicole Kidman and
Tom Cruise's daughter
Bella unveils her new
raven hair as she offers
rare glimpse into her life
with selfie
 

Gwyneth Paltrow ski
crash jury retire to
consider crucial
questions: Is the
actress more
trustworthy than the
retired doctor?
 

Jessica Simpson, 42,
flashes her cleavage as
she goes shirt-free in a
denim outfit... as she
continues to keep off
the 100lbs she lost
three years ago
 

EXCLUSIVE  Carol
Vorderman reveals she
showers while sitting on
the TOILET in her
£100,000 campervan
after selling her £2.6m
mansion
 

Lady in red! Queen
Letizia of Spain wows in
matching scarlet
trousers and blouse as
she steps out alongside
King Felipe at literary
event in Madrid
 

Kyra Sedgwick, 57,
looks young in a yellow
pantsuit as she appears
on The View to talk
about her directorial
debut Space Oddity with
Kevin Bacon
 

Today's headlines Most Read
EXCLUSIVE: Paul O'Grady's 'secret'
daughter, 48, breaks silence on late
father's death to reveal her family...

Gary Lineker used Nazi slurs to smear my
wife... I lost family in the Holocaust and I find
that disgusting:...

The US election now looks certain to be a
contest between a geriatric and an
unhinged know-nothing...

Paul O'Grady's multi-million pound fortune
revealed as donations to star's beloved
Battersea Dogs & Cats...

Alone, impoverished and in failing health:
Nearly 40 years on, what's become of the
Brighton Bomber will...

Moment on 999 call mother, 30, accused of
causing or allowing her daughter Lola's death
tells operator 'I'm...

DR MICHAEL MOSLEY: The secret to
avoiding middle-age spread? Eat more
protein! 

Gino D'Acampo 'caught with cannabis by
sniffer dogs as he jets back to UK
with Gordon Ramsay and Fred...

PLATELL'S PEOPLE: After life under the
Taliban, I reckon Afghan heroes can cope
with Yorkshire

UK-based tech worker from California who
feels 'both male and female' is suing the
British Government in...

Oxford, Bristol and Sheffield are all
embracing the 15-minute city: But is the
walkable 'urban village'...

Why your bedroom carpet can be dirtier than
a TOILET - as we reveal how often you need
to use a vacuum

Freed Andrew Tate says he has 'absolute
clarity of thought' after house arrest
release from jail in strange...

'I get defensive': Pete Davidson shares raw
emotions about his father's tragic death on
9/11, history of...

Missing two-year-old's body is found in
the mouth of an ALLIGATOR: Mother was
discovered stabbed to death in...

Blue Peter host Katy Hill shares snaps of
painful-looking face scar FOUR years after
suffering accident at...

Manufacturers of electric cars are putting
exaggerated vehicle ranges in their
publicity - because tests do...

'I got you buddy': Heart-warming moment
cops find sobbing four-year-old being
guarded by his pet dog after...

REVEALED: One of Britain's top
policemen is being investigated for
serious sexual offences - but...

BREAKING: Man, 66, charged with two
counts of murder over double shooting that
killed father and son Gary...

Harrogate police officer, 27, sexually
assaulted a woman in a hotel room after
pulling her out of bed by her...

Tekashi 6ix9ine shows off bloody eye and
bruised face in new music video after being
'beaten to a pulp' by...

With her botoxed face and trout pout lips,
was the decision of Thomas Cashman's
girlfriend Kayleeanne to...

Thomas Cashman's courageous secret lover
who helped put him away for little Olivia's
murder said 'there's no...

Olivia Pratt-Korbel's murderer demanded
half of his £100,000 hitman fee despite
failing to kill target...

How DO you tell your child they have 500
half-siblings because their father is a reckless
serial sperm...

Ad Feature
Let's stop this silent killer: High blood
pressure is one of the leading causes of
cardiovascular disease,...
Ad Feature
Tired of feeling tired? Combat fatigue and
enjoy restful sleep with this game-changing
supplement

At last, a trade deal to turbo charge Brexit
Britain: UK's membership of TPP will
grant access to a market...

My Weekly Horoscope: What will April 1st to
8th 2023 bring for MY star sign? Oscar
Cainer tells all

'She's been living a TV lie!': Jilted wife, 56,
of Yorkshire Shepherdess Amanda
Owen's new lover, 71, hits...

Women battling the menopause can get
cheaper HRT prescriptions from today with a
new £19.30 certificate for...

Apple issues health warning to millions to
keep their iPhone six inches away from
their chest - saying...

'Thanks for that, man': Snowboarder who
went viral with VERY relaxed response to
skier who found him buried...

I am paying 60% tax on a £5,000 pay rise...
Will putting that sum in my pension by 5
April mean I can escape...

Ignore Isas at your financial peril, says JEFF
PRESTRIDGE: The tax-free savings account
is your secret...

EXCLUSIVE: City lawyer, 31, set up
multiple dating app profiles to track his ex
and pose as other men who...

Jess Impiazzi, 34, shares heartbreak at being
told she is going through early menopause
but says she still...

How authorities missed 17 chances to
save torture murder victim Jimmy Prout,
45, from 'cult' gang who forced...

The pervert and the bankers: Were bosses at
JPMorgan and Deutsche Bank so hungry to
cash in on Jeffrey...

I couldn't figure out why my rental
bathroom smelt so bad - then I discovered
the old tenants' disgusting...

President Joe Biden will not join world
leaders at the coronation of King Charles III
but may send Jill...

Port of Dover declares critical incident as
high levels of traffic cause chaotic delays

At least four dead after 43 tornadoes carve
deadly path through the Midwest: Theatre
roof collapses in...

Oscar winner Jamie Lee Curtis shares
heartfelt tribute to daughter Ruby in
celebration of Transgender Day of...

What to pack when going on holiday -
frequent traveller RICHARD BROWNING
shares his checklist

That's a real copycat! Taiwan puss is
spitting image of Ace Venturer: Pet
Detective star Jim Carrey

BEL MOONEY: How can I cope with losing
the man I love to cancer?

JAN MOIR: It was one of the most
preposterous trials in US history... an orgy
of white privilege in a winter...

Clock that rock! What DOES a 92-year-old
media baron get his fifth fiancée? If you're
Rupert Murdoch it's a...
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